
  

Using OpenID in libraries

Goal is to come up with some demo code to show 
how OpenID can be used in various authentication 
use cases relevant to libraries. 



  

Using linked data in library apps

Bout time libraries seriously started incorporating 
linked data in their websites. 

OPACs could benefit greatly, as could other 
services.



  

BitTorrent-based alternative to LOCKSS

Whiteboard and then implement a proof  of  concept 
data preservation network using standard BitTorrent 
clients, replicating the goals of  LOCKSS, which has 
a relatively high barrier to entry (membership in 
LOCKSS Alliance, centralized administration, etc.)



  

Add Bibliography to Evergreen/VuFind/etc

Provide a tool that would allow a patron to add their 
RefWorks bibliography to a system like Evergreen 
and/or VuFind. 

The idea here is to provide a richer “Tagging” 
feature than the normal tags piece and to emulate 
something like Web of  Science's 'Related 
References'.



  

Hacked SelfCheck unit - a Hardware Hackfest

I'd love to participate in a hardware hackfest. 
Maybe get a couple of  Arduino Project Packs ... 
http://www.makershed.com/ProductDetails.asp?
ProductCode=MSAPK 

Could we use the Arduino, a laptop with a good 
webcam, and some extra bits and pieces to make a 
selfcheck unit? A device that can read a barcodes, 
connect to a server, and do something.
Maybe the software hackfesters could write the 
code?



  

Library ROI Generator

Is there a way to generate a library's return on investment based on 
data from Statistics Canada ... combined with local data? 
Displayed in a variety of  ways? 

Can the data be stored so that libraries/locations can be compared 
across a variety of  categories? eg. is there a correlation between 
well funded libraries and health/education/income/crime/etc.?

Data sources might include Statistic Canada's community profiles, 
Atlas of  Canada, federal/provincial/municipal annual reports and 
the ability for individuals to add data themselves about their area. 

Display the results numerically, graphically, geographically, etc.



  

Capturing and persisting social content

Design a system to capture the social content generated 
by an individual or a community, in a form that can be 
preserved (standards-based) and exploited (linked data, 
generate timelines, etc. etc.) - use Twitter and Facebook 
APIs, etc.
 It could focus on the individual (let me gather and 
preserve my contributions across the online social 
landscape: every comment on someone's blog etc.), or 
the community (merge and correlate contributions from 
lots of  different folks).



  

OCR proofreader for crowdsourcing

Come up with an implementation of  an in-browser editor (such as 
TinyMCE).  To enable correction of  raw OCR text while maintaining 
positional markup, so that we can crowd-source the proofreading of  
richly-marked-up OCR texts.

E.g. (from an ALTO file):  

<String ID='P1_ST00250' HPOS='1579' VPOS='1099' WIDTH='143' 
HEIGHT='33' CONTENT='Vietoria,' WC='0.99' CC='100000001'>
Show the text in an editing window, let me correct the mis-scan (Vietoria 
-> Victoria), and capture the correction back into the appropriate String 
element in the source XML. Ideally make the editor interact with the page 
image (highlight the term I'm on). Extra marks for implementing smart 
keyboard shortcuts to fix common scan errors (e for c etc.)



  

Mirroring weblogs take two

Five years ago at hackfest I worked on a project to design a 
simple strategy for archiving copies of  blog content and 
copying it around using bittorrent. 
Here's a writeup with the diagram that came out of  that day:
http://onebiglibrary.net/story/simple-old-design-for-widespread-blog-mirrorin
  
The idea is simple:  pull content from a variety of  blogs using 
something like Planet; bundle the content up into files 
somehow and post them into torrents; write a content 
importer that would suck in the bundled up data into a new 
blog somewhere.  I suspect it would be pretty easy to 
implement something like this now.  So easy we could do it in 
one day! 

http://onebiglibrary.net/story/simple-old-design-for-widespread-blog-mirrorin


  

Kick it with Kochief

Kochief  is a collection management and discovery 
system, found at http://kochief.googlecode.com.  
Fellow hackers are invited to kick the tires, drive it 
around (fueled by their own data, if  desired), and get 
under the hood.  



  

OpenSRF VuFind Driver
Work out a framework for a proper OpenSRF Driver 
to the Evergreen catalogue to provide item  and copy 
level availability, location and call-number.

Additional future functionality might include:
- ILS authentication (borrow from Mark Jordons 
Drupal Evergreen authentication module).
- Current Checkouts
- Current Fines
- Current Bookbags (consume the RSS feeds?)
- other ideas???



  

Hack iWebkit over library webiste

Develop a iPhone version of  a library collection, 
service, website, etc. using iWebkit 
(http://iwebkit.net/).
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